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Abstract
A major problem in the evolutionary design of combinational circuits is the problem of scale. This refers to the
design of electronic circuits in which the number of gates required to implement the optimal circuit is too high to search
the space of all designs in reasonable time, even by evolution. The reason is twofold: firstly, the size of the search
space becomes enormous as the number of gates required
to implement the circuit is increased, and secondly, the time
required to calculate the fitness of a circuit grows as the size
of the truth table of the circuit.
This paper studies the evolutionary design of combinational circuits, particularly the three-bit multiplier circuit,
in which the basic building blocks are small sub-circuits,
modules inferred from other evolved designs. The structure of the resulting fitness landscapes is studied and it is
shown that in general the principles of evolving digital circuits are scalable. Thus to evolve digital circuits using modules is faster, since the building blocks of the circuit are
sub-circuits rather than two-input gates. This can also be
a disadvantage, since the number of gates of the evolved
designs grows as the size of the modules used.

1. Introduction
The evolution of digital circuits has been intensively
studied to discern generalisable principles of design and
thus to allow one automatically to produce large and efficient electronic circuits. Digital electronic circuits have
been evolved intrinsically [9] and extrinsically [6, 4, 5, 18,
7]. The former is associated with an evolutionary process in
which each evolved electronic circuit is built and tested on
hardware, while the latter refers to circuit evolution implemented entirely in software using computer simulations.
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A major problem in the evolutionary design of electronic
circuits is the problem of scale. This refers to the very fast
growth in the number of gates used in the target circuit as
the number of inputs of the evolved logic function is increased. This results in an enormous search space that is
difficult to explore even with evolutionary techniques. Another obstacle related to the problem of scale is of course
the time required to calculate the fitness value of a circuit.
This increases as the size of the truth table of the evolved
circuit.
A possible way of tackling the problem of scale in the
evolutionary design of electronic circuits has been studied
in [20]. The idea was to evolve electronic circuits by using building blocks that are higher functions rather than
two-input gates. It was also observed that the evolutionary
design of circuits is easier when compared with the original scenario in which the building blocks are merely gates.
The approach in itself is reasonable, and it has been also
considered in [18]. They used binary multiplexers that are
universal-logic gates to evolve arithmetic functions such as
adders and multipliers. However, to identify suitable building blocks and thus to evolve efficient electronic circuits is a
difficult task. For instance, the design of the three-bit multi two-input gates [28], or alterplier circuit requires only
natively   two-input gates plus  three-input binary multiplexers [14]. The multiplexer as an universal-logic gate
requires three two-input gates and therefore the three-bit
multiplier implemented by allowing multiplexers consists

of two-input gates. Of course the efficiency of the circuit
depends entirely on one' s choice of atomic gates.
The effort required to design an electronic circuit can be
reduced by decomposing the circuit to sub-circuits that are
easier to design, and then to consider the evolved solutions
as building blocks. This relates to the concept of automatically defined functions studied in [11]. It was shown that in
general the method produces solutions that are simpler and

smaller than the solutions obtained with other techniques.
A similar idea in a slightly different context has been also
investigated in [26], and it has been reported that the evolutionary design of decomposed circuits is easier.
To decompose a circuit to smaller sub-circuits that are
easier to evolve might be a difficult problem. This appears
to be the case for the design of binary multiplier circuits. If
the evolved adder circuits use the ripple-carry adder principle widely used in the conventional design, the evolved
multipliers implement the corresponding logic operation in
a very unusual way [14]. Perhaps suitable building blocks
for the evolutionary design of digital circuits can be identified by looking at other evolved designs. The idea has been
suggested in [14] and it defines the approach undertaken in
this paper.
The paper studies the evolutionary design of combinational circuits, particularly the three-bit multiplier circuit, in
which the basic building blocks are small sub-circuits that
are modules inferred from other evolved designs. Again,
the evolutionary algorithm used is Cartesian Genetic Programming [13, 17] since it allows to embed modules of any
size within the genotype. The scaled evolutionary design of
the three-bit multiplier is further considered as a search on
a fitness landscape [8], and thus it is shown that the principles of evolving this digital circuit [29, 31, 30, 14] are
scalable. To evolve digital circuits using bigger building
blocks is faster, however this is also a disadvantage, since
the number of gates of the evolved designs grows as the size
of the modules used. It is argued however that the resulting
redundancy will be less, if the building blocks used in the
scaled evolution of digital circuits are defined with respect
the modularity of evolved designs. This is supported by the
results reported below.

2. Cartesian Genetic Programming
The evolutionary algorithm used in the design of digital circuits is that adopted in the framework of Cartesian
Genetic Programming in which the genotypes are rectangular arrays rather than trees as defined in Genetic Programming [10]. The computational model has been proposed in [13, 17, 14], simplified forms of which can be
traced back to earlier attempts of evolving electronic circuits [12, 18, 25, 16, 15]. The computational model has
some similarities with other graph based forms of Genetic
Programming such as Parallel Distributed Genetic Programming proposed by [21], and represents a dataflow graph [2].

2.1. The Evolutionary Algorithm
The algorithm deals with a population of programs that
are instances of a particular program. The population consists of 
genotypes. Initially the elements of the popu-

lation are chosen at random. Once the fitness values of the
genotypes are evaluated a mechanism of population update
is applied. The mechanism of update is implemented by
truncation selection and mutation that has similarities with
other evolutionary techniques such as    Evolution
Strategy [22, 1] and the Breeder Genetic Algorithm [19].
To update the population, the mutation operator is applied
to the fittest genotype, and hence, an offspring is generated.
The offspring together with the parent constitute the new
population. The mutation operator is defined as the percentage of genes in a single genotype that are to be randomly mutated. The percentage usually is chosen to result
in about  mutated genes per genotype.

2.2 The Genotype-Phenotype Mapping
To encode a program into a genotype, a genotypephenotype mapping is defined. This is done via rectangular
array of nodes that may have multiple inputs and outputs.
The nodes (cells) represent atomic functions, for instance
OR, NOT, AND, etc. In general the array consists of 
nodes,  inputs, and  outputs. The inputs of the array
are the inputs of the represented phenotype that implements
the target function. Alternatively, the outputs of the array
represent the outputs of the phenotype. The inputs and the
outputs of the array together with the inputs and the outputs
of the nodes are indexed by integers and thus the routing of
the array is defined.
The routing is completely defined by the internal connectivity and the output connectivity of the array. The internal
connectivity is specified by the connections between the array cells. The inputs of each cell are only allowed to be
inputs of the array or outputs of the cells with lower column
numbers. The internal connectivity is also dependent on a
levels-back parameter that determines the array inputs and
cells to which a cell or an array output can be connected.
The levels-back parameter is defined with respect the layout
of the array. Let  denote the levels-back parameter. Then
cells can be connected to cells from  preceding columns.
If the number of preceding columns of a cell is less than 
then the cell can also be connected to the inputs of the array.
The array output connectivity is defined in a similar way.
The output connections of the array are allowed to be outputs of cells or array inputs. Again, this is dependent on the
neighbourhood defined by the levels-back parameter. An
illustration of the array of nodes is given in Figure 1.
The genotype is a linear string of integers and it consists
of two different types of genes that are responsible for the
functionality and the routing of the evolved array of cells.
Hence, the genotype is defined by four parameters of the array: the number of allowed atomic functions, the number of
rows, the number of columns, and the levels-back. The first
parameter defines the functionality of cells, while the lat-
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genotype by a rectangular array of cells.
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Figure 2. The genotype with respect the array
of cells (nodes) from Figure 1.

ter three parameters determine the layout and the routing of
the array. Note that the number of inputs and outputs of the
array are specified by the objective function. The node functions are represented by letters associated with the allowed
cell functionality. The connections are defined by indexes
that are assigned to all components of the array, particularly
the array inputs and the node outputs. Suppose the array as
given in Figure 1 consists of cells each of which is a function with  inputs and  outputs. Then the    array input,
!
, is labelled with !"$# for #%  %'&( , while the   
output of cell ) * + is labelled with an integer given by the
following expression

&(-,$. /0"1# 2  &!,$. 34"1# 2 5,1 "1#

The genotype-phenotype mapping allows to encode a
digital combinational circuit into a genotype and thus to
evolve novel and efficient designs. Basically, the circuit is
treated as a graph based computational model in which the
nodes are three-input logic cells each of which represents
either a two-input logic gate or an universal-logic gate (2-1
binary multiplexer). Thus the genotype consists of groups
of ; integers that encode the cells of the array, followed by
a sequence of integers that represent the indexes of the cells
connected to the outputs of the array. The first < values of
each group are the indexes of the cells to which the inputs of
the encoded cell are connected, while the last integer of the
group represents the logic gate. The fitness of a genotype is
the number of correct output bits.
The allowed logic gates used in the evolutionary design
of three-bit binary multiplier circuits are AND, AND with
one input inverted, and XOR. These are referred to as gates
= >
, , and # ? , respectively. The most efficient evolved design
consists of @ < two-input gates that is @ < A < B more efficient
than the most efficient conventional design. Many @ < gates
solutions were found, and it was revealed that they are very
similar in construction. One of them is shown in Figure 3.
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for # %$36%$& , #7%1/%$8 , and # %9:%9 . The genotype
consists of groups of  ,$# integers that encode the cells of
the array, followed by a sequence of integers that represent
the indexes of the cell outputs connected to the outputs of
the array. The first  values of each group are the indexes of
the node outputs to which the inputs of the encoded cell are
connected. The last integer of the group represents the function of the node. The genotype representation is illustrated
in Figure 2. The genes are depicted with filled rectangles
that differ from each other in fill intensity. The darkest rectangles represent the genes responsible for the functionality
of the logic cells, the less dark are the genes for the array

Module 6

Figure 3. An evolved three-bit multiplier circuit. The circuit consists of @ < two-input
gates: AND, XOR, and AND with one input inverted.
A simple observation of the evolved @ < gates solutions
revealed that there are sub-circuits that are typical for the
designs (see also [14, 28]). These are referred to as modules
and they can be classified in three groups. The first group
represents the two-input gates. The second group consists
of all possible sub-circuits of three gates in which the output

of the module is taken from a gate with inputs connected to
the other two gates. An example of such is module CDECD0F G
shown in Figure 3. The last group consist of two types
of sub-circuits. These are referred to as modules H6I and
H6J (Figure 3) and they represent logic functions that have
several different circuit implementations. The instances of
modules HEI and H5J encountered so far are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The outputs of module H6I are
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Figure 4. Logically equivalent sub-circuits for
module H6I .
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to avoid the destructive effect of the non-beneficial mutations during the evolutionary search. This is an advantage of
the evolved designs since they are characterised with fault
tolerance.

4. Embedding Modules within the Genotype
There are two main obstacles that one may encounter
when attempting to encode the modules within the genotype and thus to evolve with bigger building blocks. Firstly,
the modules have different numbers of inputs and outputs.
Secondly, the evolved designs are characterised with a very
high degree of reuse. The latter refers to cases in which
inputs of two or more gates are connected to one preceding gate. A possible solution to these problems is to define the building blocks with respect to the modules with
higher numbers of inputs and outputs. In addition the number of outputs of each building block must be high enough
to allow the reuse of gates from inside the block. This is
illustrated in Figure 6. The figure represents three examples
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Figure 5. Logically equivalent sub-circuits for
module H5J .
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Figure 6. The building blocks and the three
types of modules.

given by the following logic expressions
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where “ ” is XOR, “ S ” is AND, and the bar is inversion.
K
Note that the logic functions of output I are different, however embodied in the three-bit multiplier they represent logically equivalent sub-circuits. The outputs of module H5J are
given by equation 2 and
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Once again, output I is implemented in two different ways.
The logic equivalency is to be expected since this is one way

of building blocks each of which embodies a module from
a particular class. Thus the block in Figure 6a represents
module F G that is a two-input gate, the block in Figure 6b
is module C7D9W7D'F G since it consists of gates C , W , and
F G , and lastly, the block in Figure 6c is module HEI that is
an instance from the third group of sub-circuits (Figure 4).
Note that the block shown in Figure 6b allows to reuse the
two-input gates from inside the module.
The building blocks are four-input cells that can be
arranged in a rectangular array, and thus, by using the
genotype-phenotype mapping described in section 2 to construct the new genotype. The allowed atomic functions used
in this approach are given in Table 1. The mutation results
in three randomly mutated genes per genotype. Again the
fitness of a genotype is the number of correct output bits.
This is scaled in the interval X G Y F Z . In the experiments below, the array consists of F [1F \ cells, and the levels-back
parameter is set to F \ , and the target circuit is the three-bit
multiplier.
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Table 1. The atomic logic functions (modules)
used.
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5. Landscape Structure and Search

5.1. Correlation Analysis
The correlation structure of the landscape is investigated
by measuring the autocorrelation functions of time series
sampled on random walks [32, 23]. The autocorrelation
function of time series n o p q pr st is given by

f j o p o p z|{ m bf j o p m f j o p z|{ m
} m
(5)
jo p
} m
f m
where j o p and j o p are the expectation and variance, reuv w x-y

spectively. The measured autocorrelations are shown in Figure 7. The figure represents the average autocorrelations of
functionality, internal connectivity, and output connectivity
landscapes that resulted from onepoint mutation, and the
corresponding standard deviations. The results are depicted
with scaled Hamming distance, ~   , in the same manner as
was done in [24].
The figure reveals that the output connectivity landscapes are smoother and the internal connectivity land-
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The resulting fitness landscape is a product of three subspaces with different characteristics. These are the functionality, internal connectivity, and output connectivity landscapes. Hence the underlying graph is the Generalised
Hamming hypercube, a product of the three configuration
spaces. The landscape is statistically non-isotropic. This
was revealed by measuring the autocorrelation functions
from different starting points. The landscape structure is
_i```
_`` i```
studied on
random walks with length
per
configuration space. The starting points were chosen randomly with fitness values uniformly distributed in the inter` k d$lE_ m
_i```
val j
. Thus
time series were generated for
each family of landscapes. It is important to note that each
random walk was performed with respect the studied subspace.
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Figure 7. Correlation structure: (a) average
autocorrelations, and (b) standard deviations
with scaled distance of (1) functionality, (2)
internal connectivity, and (3) output connectivity landscapes.

scapes are more rugged than the functionality landscapes.
This implies that the structure of the investigated landscapes
is similar to the landscape structure studied in the original
scenario [29]. When comparing the plots of the autocorrelation functions for the two cases, non-scaled and scaled
evolutionary designs, one may notice that the plots for the
internal and output connectivity landscapes are virtually the
same. However, this is not the case for the functionality
landscapes. In the new scenario investigated in this paper,
the functionality landscapes are smoother. This implies that
by using building blocks inferred from evolved designs one
may improve the evolutionary search.
The plots of the standard deviations reveal how the
functionality, internal connectivity, and output connectivity
landscapes are related. Again the result implies certain similarities between the two scenarios. The figure reveals that

the smoothest subspace is less dependent on the structure of
the other two landscapes. However, the standard deviations
for the most rugged subspace (that is the internal connectivity landscape) differ from the corresponding result for the
non-scaled evolutionary design. The amplitude spectra of
the landscapes were also measured and it was found that
the number of classes of the amplitude spectra of internal
connectivity landscapes is less than the number of classes
identified for the functionality landscapes. However this divergence from the original scenario is slight and it might
be caused by the changes in the array layout and the levelsback parameter.

5.2. Information Structure
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The information structure is studied by measuring the information characteristics on three random walks, a random
walk per configuration space. It has been shown that the information analysis can reveal aspects smoothness, ruggedness, and neutrality of landscapes [27, 14], and it is implemented by measuring the information functions 7    and
     associated with the first and second entropic measures respectively (see [14]). The measured functions are
depicted in Figure 8.
The figure reveals that the structure of the fitness landscapes for both scenarios, non-scaled and scaled evolutionary designs, have great similarities. The landscapes
are characterised with neutrality and sharply differentiated
plateaus. Again, the neutrality prevails over the landscape
smoothness and ruggedness only for internal connectivity
subspaces. The output connectivity landscapes are characterised with less neutrality than the functionality and internal connectivity landscapes.
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Figure 8. Information structure: (a) information function !    , and (b) information function      of (1) functionality, (2) internal connectivity, and (3) output connectivity landscapes.

Thus far the results imply that in general the principles
of evolving digital circuits are scalable. Therefore to evolve
the three-bit multiplier is expected to be easier since the
building blocks are bigger [20]. This is revealed by comparing typical evolutionary runs for the two scenarios of
evolving the three-bit multiplier. The scaled evolution is implemented on an array of 5:  cells and levels-back set to
  . The allowed atomic functions are these listed in Table 1.
The non-scaled evolution that is the original scenario is implemented on an array of 5!  cells and levels-back equal
to   . The allowed functions are  ,  ,   , and   where
  is a binary multiplexer. The multiplexer is the universallogic gate  4     7! 6$E  as given in [3]. The
first evolutionary run gave a solution in generation       
while the second in generation          . The best fitness
plots of the runs are depicted in Figure 9. In terms of number of generations required to evolve the circuit, the scaled
evolutionary design appeared to be approximately   times
more efficient.
The improvement is significant even for scaled evolution. Note that the building blocks are slightly bigger than
the cells in the original scenario where binary multiplexers
were used. These have three inputs and one output, while
the cells in the scaled scenario have four inputs and three
outputs. Possible reasons for this significant improvement
are the following: firstly, the building blocks are chosen
from evolved designs, and secondly, they allow the reuse of
gates from inside the modules. These characteristics of the
building blocks define an important advantage in the new
scaled scenario. This concerns the issue of the efficiency of
the evolved digital circuit in terms of number of two-input
gates used. The most efficient three-bit multiplier evolved

1.1

extra gates for implementing the other half of the module.
This can also be observed
¥6¦ in the remainder of the circuit.
For instance, module
is used in the implementation of
¥5§
module . The overlapping and the strange reuse of modules are inevitable in the scaled design of digital circuits
and they can only be avoided by identifying modules that
are suitable for evolution. Such modules can be discerned
from evolved circuits by studying the principles of building
the logic operation of the circuits.
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Figure 9. Typical evolutionary runs for the two
scenarios: (a) scaled, and (b) non-scaled evolutionary designs of the three-bit multiplier
circuit.

with binary multiplexers consists of  two-inputs plus ¡
multiplexers that results in exactly ¢ £ two-input gates [14].
However, the design obtained in the scaled evolutionary run
consists of ¤ ¡ two-input gates (Figure 11). This implies that
the modules chosen in this approach allow one to evolve
more efficient designs for the three-bit multiplier.
Many evolutionary runs were performed. The most efficient design obtained thus far was the circuit given in Figure 11. Although the circuit is more efficient than the conventional design, it is still far away from the optimal solution for the three-bit multiplier evolved in [28] (Figure 3).
A simple study of the structure of the evolved design leads
to an astonishing conclusion. Evolution builds the three-bit
multiplier by assembling the building blocks again, disregarding the fact that these are already available! This is illustrated in Figure 10. The depicted circuit is taken from the
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Figure 10. A sub-circuit taken from the
evolved three-bit multiplier shown in Figure 11.
evolved three-bit multiplier shown in Figure 11. The shadowed
¥E¦ gates illustrate how evolution builds a half of module
(Figure 4). Of course this results in the usage of some

Large digital circuits are difficult to evolve. A possible
way to solve this problem of scale is to use larger circuits as
basic building blocks and thus to evolve bigger circuits. The
main advantage of this approach is that digital circuits with
scaled building blocks are easier to evolve. The reason is
of course the bigger size of blocks used. The paper showed
that the structure of the resulting fitness landscapes is similar to the landscape structure defined in the evolutionary
design with two-input gates. This implies that the principles of evolving digital circuits are scalable, and therefore,
the effort required to evolve circuits of ¨ blocks is invariant
to the size of the blocks.
The major impediment in scaling the evolutionary design
of digital circuits is the understanding how to define building blocks that are suitable for evolution. This problem was
easily solved in the case of binary adder circuits [14]. It was
found that a large efficient adder can be designed by using
adder of smaller size as building blocks. However, this does
not appear to be the case for the binary multiplier circuits,
particularly the three-bit multiplier.
In the conventional design the multiplier can be easily
built by applying the cellular multiplier principle of constructing multiplication by binary adders. However, the
evolved solutions for this combinational circuit differ from
the conventional design. The multiplier circuit designed by
evolution does not use adders and multipliers of smaller
size. Therefore, to define suitable modules for the design
of this particular circuit is a very difficult task. Perhaps the
efficient multiplier is a basic computational unit that is impossible to represent by smaller blocks. The question that
arises here is how to scale the evolutionary design of this
arithmetic circuit? The answer is probably inside the circuit,
in the evolutionary principle of multiplication. In itself the
problem does not concern only the multiplier circuit design.
There are probably other arithmetic and logic functions for
which the most efficient designs cannot be decomposed to
sub-circuits. These are all questions for future research.
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Figure 11. A three-bit multiplier circuit obtained by evolving evolved modules.
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